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This comment is submitted in response to the India Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion’s Discussion Paper on Standard Essential Patents and Their Availability on FRAND
Terms. We appreciate the opportunity to comment and commend the Department for its
transparency. We submit this comment based upon our extensive experience and expertise in
antitrust law and economics generally, and specifically with respect to the intersection of
intellectual property and antitrust.1
INTRODUCTION
Overall, we are concerned with the Discussion Paper’s emphasis on holdup by patent
holders, while omitting any concerns about holdup and holdout by implementers. Although there
is serious and important scholarly work exploring the theoretical conditions under which holdup
by patent holders might occur, this literature merely demonstrates the possibility that an
injunction (or the threat of an injunction) against infringement of a patent can in certain
circumstances be profitable for the licensor and potentially harmful to consumers. This same
theoretical literature has also recognized, with respect both to intellectual and to tangible
property, the threat of both holdup and holdout by implementers. Holdup requires lock-in, and
standard-implementing companies with asset-specific investments can be locked in to the
technologies defining the standard. On the other hand, innovators that are contributing to a
standard-development or standard-setting organization (SDO or SSO) can also be locked-in, and
hence susceptible to holdup, if their technologies have a market only within the standard. Thus,
incentives to engage in holdup run in both directions.2
There is also the possibility of holdout by an implementer. While holdup by
implementers refers to the situation in which a licensee uses its leverage to obtain rates and terms
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below FRAND (fair, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory) levels, holdout refers to a licensee
either refusing to take a FRAND license or delaying its doing so.
It is important to distinguish the various hypotheses in the theoretical literature on patent
holdup from the empirical evidence that would substantiate the theories underlying those
hypotheses. Theories of anticompetitive harm predict systematic opportunism by patent holders
and price increases across output markets that depend upon patented technology as an input. The
anticompetitive theories in that literature also predict, in addition to higher prices, reduced output
and less innovation.
The evidence required to justify a competition law sanction for seeking or enforcing
injunctive relief requires that there be a probability, not a mere possibility, of higher prices,
reduced output, and lower rates of innovation. In contrast to the predictions of the theories that
such injunctions will have anticompetitive effects, we note products that intensively use SEPs
have seen robust innovation as well as falling prices and increased output when compared to
industries that do not rely upon SEPs.3
For example, evidence from the smartphone market, which is both standard and patent
intensive, is to the contrary: Output has grown exponentially, while market concentration has
fallen, and wireless service prices have dropped relative to the overall consumer price index
(CPI).4 More generally, prices in SEP-reliant industries in the United States have declined faster
than prices in non-SEP intensive industries.5 A recent study by the Boston Consulting Group
found that globally the cost per megabyte of data declined 99 percent from 2005 to 2013
(reflecting both innovations making data transmission cheaper and the healthy state of
competition); the cost per megabyte fell 95 percent in the transition from 2G to 3G, and 67
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percent in the transition from 3G to 4G; and the global average selling price for smartphones
decreased 23 percent from 2007 through 2014, while prices for the lowest-end phones fell 63
percent over the same period.6 All of this indicates a thriving mobile market as opposed to a
market in need of fixing and suggests caution prior to disrupting the carefully balanced FRAND
ecosystem.
As evidence of holdup, some point to a small number of court cases in which the courtdetermined FRAND royalty was lower than the patent holder’s demand. Among the numerous
flaws with this argument—even holding aside the reasonable debate over whether the courts
correctly determined reasonable royalty damages in those cases—is that the outcome of a
handful of litigated cases says nothing about whether holdup is a widespread problem for
competition and consumers.7 Economists have long understood the shortcomings of making
inferences about a population from a sample of litigated cases.8
Economic analysis provides the basis upon which to understand the apparent disconnect
between holdup theory and the available evidence. As economic theory would predict, patent
holders and those seeking to license and implement patented technologies write their contracts so
as to minimize the probability of holdup. Indeed, the original economic literature upon which
the patent holdup theories are based was focused upon the various ways that market actors use
reputation, contracts, and other institutions to mitigate the inefficiencies associated with
opportunism in transactions involving tangible property.9
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Several market mechanisms are available to transactors to mitigate the incidence and
likelihood of patent holdup. Reputational and business costs may deter repeat players from
engaging in holdup and “patent holders that have broad cross-licensing agreements with the
SEP-owner may be protected from hold-up.”10 Also, patent holders often enjoy a first-mover
advantage if their technology is adopted as the standard. “As a result, patent holders who
manufacture products using the standardized technology ‘may find it more profitable to offer
attractive licensing terms in order to promote the adoption of the product using the standard,
increasing demand for its product rather than extracting high royalties’” per unit.11 This result is
not surprising given the incentives of patent holders and implementers to reach efficient
solutions that minimize the risk of opportunism.
Some have asserted that the theoretical predictions of holdup models cannot be tested and
thus it is only prudent to assume a systemic holdup problem. This is incorrect. Were ex post
opportunism in licensing SEPs a systematic problem—that is, were market failure preventing
firms from efficiently contracting to minimize their risk, one would expect to observe one-sided
SDO contracts that do not reflect the risk of opportunism and protect primarily SEP holders
rather than potential licensees. However, the empirical evidence shows that SDO contract terms
vary both across organizations and over time in response to changes in the perceived risk of
patent holdup and other factors.12
Recognizing the theoretical nature of holdup concerns, the United States Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit (which has nationwide jurisdiction over patent disputes) has held
that a claim of holdup must be substantiated with “actual evidence,” and that the burden is on the
accused infringer to show the patent holder used injunctive relief to gain undue leverage and
demand supra-FRAND royalties.13
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We are also concerned with the Discussion Paper’s summary of U.S. and EU law. In
particular, in the United States, there is no per se rule or presumption against injunctive relief on
a FRAND-assured SEP. Instead, as the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit explained
in Apple v. Motorola, there is “no reason to create . . . a separate rule or analytical framework for
addressing injunctions for FRAND-committed patents. The framework laid out by the Supreme
Court in eBay [v. MerchExchange], as interpreted by subsequent decisions of this court, provides
ample strength and flexibility for addressing the unique aspects of FRAND-committed patents
and industry standards in general.”14 Under eBay, for an injunction to issue, a court must find
that the patent holder established: “(1) that it has suffered an irreparable injury; (2) that remedies
available at law, such as monetary damages, are inadequate to compensate for that injury; (3)
that, considering the balance of hardships between the plaintiff and defendant, a remedy in equity
is warranted; and (4) that the public interest would not be disserved by [an] injunction.”15 This
critical gatekeeping by courts minimizes the risk of harm to competition and consumers. As
such, the mere seeking of injunctive relief alone does not monopolize the market because courts
independently assess whether an injunction is warranted, taking into consideration whether the
public interest would be disserved by an injunction.
In addition, no U.S. court has held that seeking or enforcing injunctive relief on a
FRAND-assured SEP constitutes an antitrust violation. Instead, every U.S. court that has
addressed the injunction issue has done so under contract, not antitrust, principles.16
With respect to the European Union, in Huawei v. ZTE (July 2015), the European Court
of Justice adopted a safe harbor from antitrust liability.17 Specifically, an SEP holder that (1)
prior to initiating an infringement action, alerts the alleged infringer of the claimed infringement
and specifies the way in which the patent has been infringed; and (2) after the alleged infringer
has expressed its willingness to conclude a license agreement on FRAND terms, presents to the
alleged infringer a specific, written offer for a license, specifying the royalty and calculation
methodology, should be free of liability. The Court quite properly put the burden on the alleged
infringer to “diligently respond” to the SEP holder’s offer, “in accordance with recognized
commercial practices in the field and in good faith,” by promptly providing a specific written
counter-offer that corresponds to FRAND terms, and by providing appropriate security (e.g., a
something more than a general argument that these phenomena are possibilities is necessary.”); see also
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bond or funds in escrow) from the time at which the counter-offer is rejected and prior to using
the teachings of the SEP.18
In its decision, the Court recognized that SEP holders have “the right to bring an action
for prohibitory injunction or for the recall of products,” and made clear that the SEP holder’s
right can be limited only in particular and exceptional circumstances.19 The decision recognizes
concerns about reverse-holdup, stating that the Court will not tolerate infringers’ “delaying
tactics.”20 The Court reiterates, in multiple places throughout the decision, that its competition
analysis relates to a situation between two competitors, which suggests that the Court’s holding
and analysis is limited to matters involving competitors. Lastly, the Court analyzed the seeking
of injunctive relief as possibly exclusionary as opposed to exploitative conduct, such as charging
excessive or unfairly high royalties.
In sum, we strongly recommend against imposing an antitrust law sanction for seeking or
enforcing injunctive relief, which would likely reduce incentives to innovate and deter SEP
holders from participating in standard setting, thereby depriving consumers of the substantial
procompetitive benefits of standardized technologies.21 Should the Department decide to adopt
such a sanction, however, at the very least it should adopt a safe harbor approach similar to that
crafted by the European Court of Justice in Huawei v. ZTE.
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONNAIRE
Question A – IPR Legislation
a) Whether the existing provisions in the various IPR related legislations, especially the
Patents Act, 1970 and Anti-Trust legislations, are adequate to address the issues related to
SEPs and their availability on FRAND terms? If not, then can these issues be addressed
through appropriate amendments to such IPR related legislations? If so, what changes
should be affected.
We respectfully urge the Department not to adopt or recommend special legislation or
amendments to regulate SEPs or licensing on FRAND terms.
First, existing intellectual property and antitrust laws are adequate to address the issues
relating to FRAND licensing. Indeed, one of the main benefits of relying upon existing antitrust
law in particular is that it proceeds primarily by applying, on a case-by-case basis, a uniform
18
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methodology grounded in economic analysis and sensitive to the facts of the particular case.
This approach has proven over time more likely to maximize consumer welfare than ex ante
regulation. Contract law also provides a means to resolve disputes arising from FRAND
licensing given that a FRAND commitment is a contractual commitment and contract remedies
are sufficient optimally to deter holdup.22 Specifically, in analyzing the contractual nature of the
FRAND commitment, U.S. courts have held that: (1) a commitment to an SDO to license on
FRAND terms constitutes a binding contract between the SEP holder, the SDO, and its
members23; (2) potential users of the standard are third-party beneficiaries of the agreements
with standing to sue24; (3) seeking injunctive relief on a FRAND-assured SEP may violate the
universal duty of good faith and fair dealing when a SEP holder has made a contractual
commitment to license on FRAND terms25; and (4) FRAND licensing “includes an obligation to
negotiate in good faith,” which obligation is “a two-way street.”26
Second, identification of a market imperfection is a necessary, but not sufficient
condition to justify regulation on economic grounds.27 Even if one were to believe SEP-reliant
markets were performing imperfectly, the burden on regulators is to demonstrate that an antitrust
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remedy or regulation would improve efficiency not merely that the market is underperforming
relative to an unrealistic benchmark such as “perfect competition.”28
Moreover, as discussed in the Introduction, above, there is no credible causal evidence to
support the existence of a market imperfection in markets that make intensive use of SEPs. As
explained there, evidence from the smartphone market certainly does not suggest that market
imperfections are hampering market performance. Output has grown exponentially, while
market concentration has fallen, and wireless service prices have dropped relative to the overall
CPI.29 In other words, the empirical evidence does not suggest that FRAND licensing is
somehow broken and in need of fixing. Instead, the thriving nature of the wireless market
suggests caution prior to disrupting the carefully balanced FRAND ecosystem. The evidence
makes clear the burden is appropriately allocated to the proponents of additional intervention to
solve SEP-related opportunism to demonstrate that the particular intervention would improve
welfare.
Questions B & C – IPR Policy
b) What should be the IPR policy of Indian Standard Setting Organizations in developing
Standards for Telecommunication sector and other sectors in India where Standard
Essential Patents are used?
c) Whether there is a need for prescribing guidelines on working and operation of
Standard Setting Organizations by Government of India? If so, what all areas of working
of SSOs should they cover?
We respectfully urge the Department not issue or recommend guidelines or a one-size-fits
all template for SDO policies regarding IPRs. In our experience, the issues and choices
regarding specific rules are best left to individual SDOs and their members to decide. SDOs
“vary widely in size, formality, organization and scope,” 30 and therefore individual SDOs may
need to adopt different approaches to meet the specific needs of their members. In addition,
28
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issuance of guidelines by a government agency may unduly influence private SDOs and their
members to adopt policies that might not otherwise gain consensus support within a particular
SDO and that may not best meet the needs of that SDO, its members, and the public. This could
occur because the SDO believes failing to adopt the specified policy is not permitted or because
failing to adopt the policy could subject the SDO and its members to other legal liabilities.
Accordingly, the U.S. Antitrust Agencies have taken the position that they do “not advocate that
SSOs [or SDOs] adopt any specific disclosure or licensing policy, and the Agencies do not
suggest that any specific disclosure or licensing policy is required.”31
Questions D, E, & F – Royalty Rates
d) Whether there is a need for prescribing guidelines on setting or fixing the royalties in
respect of Standard Essential Patents and defining FRAND terms by Government of India?
If not, which would be appropriate authority to issue the guidelines and what could be the
possible FRAND terms?
e) On what basis should the royalty rates in SEPs be decided? Should it be based on
Smallest Saleable Patent Practicing Component (SSPPC), or on the net price of the
Downstream Product, or some other criterion?
f) Whether total payment of royalty in case of various SEPs used in one product should be
capped? If so, then should this limit be fixed by Government of India or some other
statutory body or left to be decided among the parties?
We strongly urge the Department not to impose or recommend royalty caps or guidelines
on how private parties should conduct arms-length licensing negotiations.
In the United States, firms are free unilaterally to set or privately to negotiate their prices;
it follows that a firm that possesses or acquires monopoly power lawfully is free to charge profitmaximizing prices, which induce the risk-taking and entrepreneurial behavior by firms that lead
to innovation and economic growth.32 Requiring by law that prices be “fair” or “reasonable,” or
31
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well as royalty demands for licenses for other patents that may not be subject to a voluntary FRAND
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prohibiting a firm from charging “unfairly high” prices risks punishing vigorous competition. In
general, competition policy should not prohibit a monopolist from charging whatever price for its
products and its IPRs it believes will maximize its profits. It is axiomatic in economics and in
antitrust law that the “charging of monopoly prices . . . is . . . what attracts ‘business acumen’ in
the first place; it induces risk taking that produces innovation and economic growth.”33 That is
especially so in the case of IPRs; the very purpose for which nations create and protect IPRs is to
induce investment in risky and costly research and development. To achieve a balance between
innovation and the protection of competition, monopoly prices should be unlawful only if they
are the result of conduct that is unlawful on other grounds.
Moreover, economics teaches that absent market information it can be especially difficult
to identify a “fair” price. Indeed, it is particularly difficult to assess the “fairness” of prices
associated with licensing IPRs both because the fixed costs of innovation require prices above
marginal cost in order to secure an adequate return to investments in innovation, and because
IPRs themselves are highly differentiated products making price comparisons difficult, if not
impossible. The risk of placing too strict limitations on IPR prices is that the return to innovative
behavior is reduced, and consumers suffer in the form of less innovation. With such limits in
place, IPR holders will face significant uncertainty in determining whether their licensing
practices violate competition laws.34
In addition, in order to determine whether a particular price is excessive, the competition
agency would need to calculate a reasonable royalty range as a baseline against which to
compare the allegedly excessive price. For the reasons stated above, the antitrust laws in the U.S.
generally avoid the administrative determination of prices. In our experience, competition
agencies will not posses the information necessary to determine market prices generally, and
royalty rates for inventions in particular. This is a task that is best left to the market or, as a last
resort, to the courts in those limited cases when the parties cannot reach agreement.35
Should an agency insist upon applying an excessive pricing prohibition to IPRs, it could
use the hypothetical negotiation framework developed under U.S. patent law to determine the
minimum reasonable royalty. This, however, is a complex methodology intended for use by the
courts upon development of a full record, which usually includes detailed expert reports and
opportunities for witnesses to testify and be subjected to cross-examination. In addition, it is
essential to keep in mind that a reasonable royalty calculation using the hypothetical negotiation
framework sets a minimum royalty; the patentee should have the opportunity to prove its lostcommitment.”),
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/582451/140915georgetownlaw.pdf.
33
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profits as part of its damages. In an excessive pricing case, these lost profits equal the profits
denied by the “unfairly high” pricing provision.36 As such, when used in an “unfairly high”
pricing investigation, a reasonable royalty calculation should likewise be treated as a minimum
starting point to avoid imposing a royalty that undercompensates the patentee—a result that
would significantly reduce the patentee’s incentives to innovate.
In an action for damages resulting from patent infringement, the goal of a reasonable
royalty calculation is to determine the market price the infringer would have paid if it had
licensed rather than infringed the patent. Accordingly, that amount should depend upon what a
willing licensee and a willing licensor would have agreed to in a hypothetical negotiation. The
seminal case in the United States, Georgia-Pacific Corp. v. United States Plywood Corp.,
describes the proper measure of damages as “[t]he amount that a licensor (such as the patentee)
and the licensee (such as the infringer) would have agreed upon (at the time the infringement
began) if both had been trying in good faith to reach an agreement.”37 The central tenet of this
framework is the willing licensor/willing licensee model, under which the amount awarded
would have been acceptable to both parties.
U.S. district courts have recent adopted modified versions of the Georgia Pacific
framework in determining prospective royalties in cases involving FRAND-assured SEPs. The
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in Ericsson, Inc. v. D-Link Systems, Inc. held that
“[t]here is no Georgia-Pacific-like list of factors that district courts can parrot for every case
involving [F]RAND-encumbered patents.”38 Instead, courts must instruct the jury only on
factors that are relevant to the record developed at trial, and must instruct the jury on the actual
FRAND commitment at issue. Because each technology and market is different, the evidence
considered and the weight placed upon each factor will vary based upon the circumstances.
In constructing the hypothetical negotiation, U.S. courts consider evidence of market
factors that the negotiating parties would have considered in determining the royalty rate. Often
comparable licenses are the best available evidence of the market value of the patent.
Accordingly, the Federal Circuit recently held in Ericsson v. D-Link that evidence about
comparable licenses based upon the end product should properly be considered by the jury in
determining patent damages. The court reasoned that “[m]aking real world, relevant licenses
inadmissible … would often make it impossible for a patentee to resort to license-based
evidence.”39 Indeed, as a practical matter, most licenses in many high-tech markets, including
smartphones, are negotiated on a patent portfolio basis using the end-user device as the royalty
base. A number of considerations may dictate private parties’ selection of a royalty base in a
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freely negotiated license agreement. Industry practice and the convenience of the parties is one
such consideration; other commercial dealings between the parties is another.
The Federal Circuit also explained that, while prior licenses “are almost never perfectly
analogous to the [licenses at issue in a later] infringement action,” that “generally goes to the
weight of the evidence, not its admissibility.”40 For example, allegedly comparable licenses may
cover more patents than are at issue in the current action, or include cross-licensing terms, or
cover foreign intellectual property rights, or be calculated as some percentage of the value of a
multi-component product. “Testimony relying on comparable licenses must account for such
distinguishing facts when invoking them to value the patented invention.”41 When considering
comparable licenses, it is also important to consider factors such as the circumstances, timing,
and relative bargaining position of the parties to those licenses. For example, a license entered
when the commercial viability of the technology is still uncertain will, in general, provide for a
lower royalty than a license entered into when the commercial viability of the technology has
been established or has increased.
With respect to the appropriate royalty base, as the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit recently explained in Ericsson v. D-Link, the “smallest salable patent practicing unit”
(SSPPU) approach was created as an evidentiary rule “to help our jury system reliably
implement the substantive statutory requirement of apportionment of royalty damages to the
invention’s value.”42 The SSPPU approach does not impose limitations upon private armslength negotiations in the market place. The court went on to explain that:
Logically, an economist could do this [apportionment] in various ways—by
careful selection of the royalty base to reflect the value added by the patented
feature, where that differentiation is possible; by adjustment of the royalty rate so
as to discount the value of a product's non-patented features; or by a combination
thereof. The essential requirement is that the ultimate reasonable royalty award
must be based on the incremental value that the patented invention adds to the end
product.43
Importantly, for some technology, using the smallest component or device as the royalty
base may under- or over-value the technology. For example, some technology may technically
be implemented by a single component part, yet its value to the device and to consumers may
exceed the value of the component itself, so that using an appropriately apportioned end-user
product price as the royalty base may provide a more accurate means to value the technology at
issue.
Moreover, the value of a portfolio of SEPs to a particular licensee also may vary
depending upon the final product in which the licensee incorporates the technology. For
40
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example, a given portfolio of SEPs may deliver very different value to a mobile infrastructure
manufacturer as compared to a handset maker or a network operator.
There are a number of considerations that may dictate the parties’ selection of a royalty
base in a freely negotiated license agreement. Industry practice and the convenience of the
parties are two such considerations; other commercial dealings between the parties may also
affect their negotiation. In order to reduce administrative costs, a royalty base is often selected to
allow for easy monitoring or verification of the number of units sold; end product prices are
often chosen for these reasons. Indeed, as a practical matter, we have found that most licenses in
many high-tech markets, including smartphones, are negotiated on a patent portfolio basis using
the end-user device as the royalty base.44
We also note that the Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of (DOJ) issued a
Business Review Letter on February 2, 2015, in response to a request by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), that addressed the recommended use of the SSPPU
approach.45 Most important for the question at hand, in its letter, the DOJ correctly recognized
that its
task in the business review process is to advise the requesting party of the
Department’s present antitrust enforcement intentions regarding the proposed
conduct. It is not the Department’s role to assess whether IEEE’s policy choices
are right for IEEE as a standards-setting organization (SSO). SSOs develop and
adjust patent policies to best meet their particular needs. It is unlikely that there is
a one-size-fits-all-approach for all SSOs, and, indeed, variation among SSOs’
patent policies could be beneficial to the overall standards-setting process. Other
SSOs, therefore, may decide to implement patent policies that differ from [the
IEEE’s policy].46
In other words, the DOJ did not endorse the SSPPU approach as a requirement for all SDOs, and
certainly did not suggest that a patent holder’s failure to base a royalty on the SSPPU would
constitute an antitrust violation; it concluded only that the IEEE’s adoption of its preferred
approach did not violate U.S. antitrust laws. The DOJ further noted that the IEEE’s Policy itself
merely recommends the use of the SSPPU approach, but “does not mandate” its use by IEEE
members as the only correct royalty base.47
Lastly, with respect to concerns about so-called “royalty stacking,” the aggregate royalty
should be considered, if at all, only when there is evidence that it would have a severely adverse
effect upon the product market, or at a minimum substantially restrict output. Some claim that
44
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devices such as mobile phones, which implement thousands of patents, are subject to royalty
stacking. The evidence, however, is not consistent with these theoretical claims. For example, a
recent empirical study shows that, contrary to the predictions of the royalty stacking theory,
between 1994 and 2013, the non-quality adjusted average selling price of a mobile device fell
8.1% per year on average; the number of devices sold each year rose 62 times or 20.1% per year
on average; the number of device manufactures grew from one in 1994 to 43 in 2003; and since
2001, concentration fell consistently and the average gross margin of SEP holders remained
constant.48
As the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit explained in Ericsson v. D-Link, the
burden is on the implementer (or, in an excessive pricing enforcement action, the agency) to
provide evidence establishing the actual cumulative royalty, and that royalty must be assessed to
determine whether it is excessive.49 The court of appeals rejected the approach taken by some
U.S. first instance courts of considering the aggregate royalties that would apply if one assumed
that all SEP holders charged the same or similar rates. The problem with that approach is that
not all patents are created equal and FRAND rates should reflect the value of the particular SEPs
at issue. In addition, many licensees do not pay cash royalties for every SEP. Instead, there
may be cross-licenses or other business relationships that allow for royalty-free exploitation of
some SEPs.
There are several other important principles to keep in mind. First, it is important to
distinguish between, on the one hand, an aggregate royalty that reflects the cumulative value of
the various SEPs included in a given standard and, on the other hand, an aggregate royalty
burden that includes at least some supra-FRAND rates, i.e., individual holdup rates. The former
is simply the cost of making products that benefit from valuable IP, analogous to any other cost
of doing business. For example, automakers face an aggregate input cost covering all of the
many components needed to produce a car. There is nothing inherently anticompetitive in
needing multiple inputs to produce a particular good, nor in each of those input suppliers
charging the market price for its contribution.50
Second, proper apportionment can eliminate the risks of both hold-up and royalty
stacking. As long as the inputs for multi-component products are priced according to the value
of each patent’s contribution to the end product, no SEP holder can be faulted for either holdup
or stacking. Proper apportionment is a reasonable means to accomplish this goal.51
Third, it is critical to distinguish between the number of SEPs and the number of SEP
holders. Given the prevalence of portfolio licensing, it is the number of SEP holders and not the
number of SEPs that is relevant. Even if licenses for 1,000 SEPs were required to implement a
48
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given standard, if all of those SEPs were held by a single entity that licensed on a portfolio basis,
there would be no stack at all.52
Fourth, for a variety of reasons, not all SEP holders seek license payments. As the
Federal Circuit pointed out in Ericsson v. D-Link, “[t]he mere fact that thousands of patents are
declared to be essential to a standard does not mean that a standard-compliant company will
necessarily have to pay a royalty to each SEP holder.”53
Fifth, one of the assumptions underlying the Cournot complements problem (the theory
upon which the concern with royalty stacking is based) is that each input suppler will price its
inputs without regard to the prices charged for other needed inputs.54 But there is no reason to
assume that will necessarily be the case in a standard-setting context. For example, SEP holders
will be cooperating with one another (and with all other member of their standard-setting
organization) in the development of the standard, and are therefore likely to know what patents
are expected to be asserted and by whom. As a result, there is no reason to presume that SEP
holders will set rates without regard to the full complement of known SEPs.55
Questions G, I, & J – Non-Disclosure Agreements and Transparency
g) Whether the practice of Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDA) leads to misuse of dominant
position and is against the FRAND terms?
i) What steps can be taken to make the practice of Cross-Licensing transparent so that
royalty rates are fair & reasonable?
j) What steps can be taken to make the practice of Patent Pooling transparent so that
royalty rates are fair & reasonable?
To our knowledge, no U.S. court has held that including an NDA in a patent license is an
antitrust violation. This is not surprising given the obvious economic benefits of an NDA to the
parties entering into a patent license. Because patent licenses often include the confidential
business information of both the licensor and the licensee, and procompetitive licensing depends
critically upon the ability of the parties to negotiate without fear that sensitive information will
be revealed to non-parties, NDAs are an essential safeguard. Accordingly, in Ericsson v. Intex,
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the Delhi High Court concluded that including an NDA is legitimate and a “sine qua non in
every licensing deal, particularly in patent licensing negotiations.”56
Given that the purpose of antitrust law is to protect the competitive process and not
individual competitors, it is difficult to see how including NDAs in a license could amount to an
abuse of dominance. To the extent the antitrust theory of harm relating to NDAs is that their
inclusion in licenses undermines the “non-discriminatory” commitment in the FRAND license,
an antitrust remedy is inappropriate and unnecessary. The FRAND commitment is a contract
and failure to perform that contract warrants contract remedies. There is no reason to impose an
antitrust sanction for the inclusion of one contract term in order to facilitate performance with
another. That would be tantamount to imposing an antitrust duty to risk disclosing to rivals
one’s confidential and sensitive business information.
For the same reasons, we respectfully disagree that cross-licensing and patent pooling
require transparency for royalty rates to be fair and reasonable. For the vast majority of cases,
the parties rely upon the contracting process to obtain information needed to enter into a license
agreement. In the event of a dispute over royalties, the parties can use discovery to obtain under
a protective order, which balances the interests of transparency and confidentiality, any
additional information regarding cross-licenses or patent pooling they may need.
Moreover, the “nondiscriminatory” element of a FRAND commitment does not require
licensing terms, including price, to be the same for each licensee. Instead, depending upon the
specific SDO’s IPR Policy at issue, the “nondiscriminatory” prong is typically about access to
essential patents, not the specific terms of a license.57 Or, as one judge has explained, “[t]he
FRAND nondiscrimination requirement prohibits ‘unfair discrimination,’ but it does not require
uniform treatment across licensees, nor does it require the same terms for every manufacturer or
competitor.”58
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Whether discriminatory licensing—including FRAND licensing—is anticompetitive
should be determined by an effects-based analysis that recognizes: (1) discriminatory licensing
can serve legitimate, procompetitive ends and enhance consumer welfare59; and (2) price
discrimination helps a firm with fixed costs to recovery its outlays and is sometimes essential if
the firm is to recovery those outlays.60 Indeed, an important aspect to consider in evaluating
licensing discrimination as compared to price discrimination for physical goods is the nature of
IP development. The innovation process typically involves large upfront investments in research
and development yet very low marginal costs for implementation. Economists have observed
that price discrimination can be an important mechanism for recovering fixed costs under these
circumstances.61
Questions H & L – Remedies for FRAND-Assured SEPs
h) What should be the appropriate mode and remedy for settlement of disputes in matters
related to SEPs, especially while deciding FRAND terms? Whether Injunctions are a
suitable remedy in cases pertaining to SEPs and their availability on FRAND terms?
l) Whether there is a need of setting up of an independent expert body to determine
FRAND terms for SEPs and devising methodology for such purpose?
We strongly urge the Department not to create or recommend an expert body to
determine FRAND terms for SEPs. Instead, particularly in cases when a patent owner has a
large worldwide portfolio of SEPs, international arbitration on a portfolio basis is likely the most
efficient and realistic means of resolving FRAND disputes. Otherwise, the patent owner would
be required to file lawsuits around the world to adjudicate royalties on a patent-by-patent basis.
The availability of injunctive relief is an essential remedy. First, FRAND-assured SEP
holders need the credible threat of an injunction if they are to recoup the value added by their
patents and maintain their incentives to innovate. Second, when an injunction is unavailable, an
unscrupulous or judgment-proof infringer can force the SEP holder to accept a below-FRAND
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rate.62 Specifically, if the worst penalty an SEP infringer faces is not an injunction but merely
paying, after an adjudication, the FRAND royalty it should have agreed to pay when first asked,
then reverse holdup and holdout give implementers a profitable way to defer payment—or if they
are judgment proof, to avoid payment altogether—and puts SEP holders at a disadvantage that
reduces the rewards to, and therefore can only discourage, both innovation and participation in
standard setting. Without injunctive relief, holdouts may actually reduce the gains from
innovation and standardization.
CONCLUSION
We appreciate the opportunity to comment and would be happy to respond to any
questions the Department may have regarding this submission.
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